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CKC CUP VS COWRA 
CKC Cup vs Cowra  
 

On the 8th of October Canobolas High School travelled to Cowra to compete against Cowra High 

School in the interschool CKC Cup. It was a fabulous and sunny day. 
 

Throughout the day Canobolas was very successful in winning the following events: 9/10 Boys 

Basketball, 9/10 Boys Softball, 7-10 Boys Hockey, 7/8 Girls Touch Football, 9/10 Girls Touch Football, 7-10 

Girls Hockey, 9/10 Boys Soccer. The highlights of the day were, the impressive scores from the 9/10 Boys 
Basketball and the 9/10 boys Soccer. The girls excelled, especially in 9/10 girls Touch Football and the 7-

10 Hockey where they proved to be too quick and skilful.  

 
Although the final results didn’t go in our favour the students all had a wonderful day and displayed 

excellent behaviour and sportsmanship. The Year 7/8 students didn’t have many numbers and were 

required to play almost all sports on the day, so a massive pat on the back to you.  

 



From the  

Principal’s Desk 
Dear Parents and Members of our School Community 
 

Welcome back to another term at Canobolas. I hope that you had a lovely break with your family if 

you were fortunate enough to get one.  
 

As you are aware, the Higher School Certificate is well underway and our students have sat a number 

of exams already. In speaking with many students and their teachers, the exams have been a positive 

experience for many of our senior students.  

The Orange Youth Arts Festival is a Canobolas Rural Technology High School (CRTHS) initiative to 

provide youth with the widest range of opportunities, made possible through the successful 

development of school and community partnerships. This project is built on the strength and success of 

the school’s well-established community partnership program, hence, its capacity to implement and 
facilitate a whole community approach for the benefit and empowerment of our youth and wellbeing 

of the community.  
 

This festival, the first of its kind in the region, sees local schools, businesses, government, and a host of 
community organisations unite in the spirit of the festival  to celebrate the wonderful tapestry of cultural 

diversity that continues to enrich our community; including contemporary and traditional art forms, 

performance and storytelling. 
 

A number of local schools and community organisations have been invited to contribute and 
participate in a week long program of educational activities and events including concerts, debating, 

street art, public speaking, acrobatics and a series of educational and mentoring workshops that 

involve music, dance, writing, cooking and drawing. 
 

Why the Arts? “Because the Arts are inclusive of everyone. The Arts, in one way or another, involve or 
affect everyone in our community one way or another”. The arts also provide the widest possible 

platform through which people are able to express themselves.  
 

The Orange Youth Arts Festival also provides a unique platform of opportunity for relationship building, 

intercultural exchange, community dialogue and the collective sharing of resources and ideas. The 
festivals long-term objective is to build and strengthen the community’s capacity to provide all young 

people with opportunities for lifelong learning, healthy living and the citizenship skills and values that will 

help them to actively engage and contribute to community with a sense of hope, purpose and 

meaning. 

The Canobolas Rural Technology High School is proud to present the 2015 Orange Youth Arts Festival 

and we look forward to your participation and assistance in helping us make this a successful event. 

Congratulations 

Last week two of our staff gave birth to beautiful baby girls. Congratulations to Mrs 

Saini who gave birth to Pearl Kaur Saini and to Mrs Dederer who gave birth to 

beautiful little Mia Dederer on Saturday. Both bubs and mums are doing very well.  

 

Pearl Kaur Saini  



I would also like to acknowledge and congratulate the following students who have been successful in 

receiving early entry into University; 
 

Andrew Gray - Bachelor of Mathematics and Finance. 

Tom Sanders - Bachelor of Advanced Science (Physics) (Honours) or Bachelor of Physics/Mathematics. 

Maddie Gogala - Bachelor of Health and Physical Education. 

Alex Mitchell - Bachelor of Medical and Radiation Physics or Bachelor of Physics/Mathematics. 

Karthiha Kailasanathan - Bachelor of Commerce/Law or Bachelor of Commerce. 

Tahli Brakenridge - Bachelor of Social Science. 

 

RYDA 

On Tuesday this week many of our Year 11 students attended the annual RYDA (Rotary Youth Driver 

Awareness) training at Towac Park. The day was spent with police and emergency services working 
with Year 11 students across the Central West to educate them around the dangers of inappropriate 

driving. Our students were very positive about their experience and we thank Rotary for their continued 

support of this program and our school.  

 
Australian National Field Days 

Next Thursday to Saturday our school will have a stall at the Australian National Field Days in Borenore. It 

would be great to see you come and visit our stand and say hello if you are planning on heading out 
over the three days of the event.  

 

I hope you have a great fortnight and I look forward to speaking to you in week 4.  

 
With my warmest regards 
 

Chad Bliss 

Principal 



TCRTHS 

Calendar 

Look at what’s coming up... 

Friday 9 October - Sunday 18 October Youth Arts Festival 

Monday 12 October - Wednesday 4 November Year 12 HSC Examinations  

Thursday 22 - Saturday 24 October Australian National Field Days 

Saturday 24 - Saturday 31 October Orange NAIDOC Week 

Monday 9 - Friday 13 November Year 7 - 10 Exams  

Friday 20 November Year 12 Graduation 

Tuesday 24 & Wednesday 25 November Schools Spectacular 

Wednesday 9 December Presentation Night 

Wednesday 16 December Last day of 2015 School Year 

Thursday 17 & Friday 18 December Staff Development Days 

Thursday 28 January 2016 School Year starts - ALL YEARS 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

CELEBRATING YOUTH ARTS & CULTURE 
SAT 17th October, 2:30pm – 7:00pm 

 

All students, staff and their families are invited to attend ‘Aesthetica’ this Saturday 
afternoon at the Orange Northcourt /Civic Centre. Aesthetica is a community event 

proudly associated with the Orange Youth Arts Festival.  

Please take the opportunity to come along and support your student’s achievements and 
celebrate your schools creative contribution to the event.   

AESTHETICA PROGRAM:  
 

NORTHCOURT 
2:30pm - 3:30pm - Opening 

Welcome to Country (Wiradjuri) 
Music from the Orange Regional Conservatorium 

Orange Youth Orchestra 
Entertainment 

 

3:00pm - 6:00pm  
Fusion Central Kids Games & Activities 

 
4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Community Music & Dance 
Including Tianjin Artists & Local Performances 

 
6:30pm - 7:00pm - Community Drumming Performance (TBC) 

GALLERY 
 

4:00pm - Festival of Student Art official launch & FORG ART Awards 
Exhibition will open 2:30pm – 7:00pm 

LIBRARY 
 

2:30pm – 7:00pm 
 

Young Sparks Exhibition 
Cardboard Challenge 

3:30pm 4:00pm 
Music for Little Ears 

 
5:00pm - 6:00pm 

Theatresports Challenge 

MUSEUM 
 

4:00pm -Launch of Villages of the Heart Project 
Youth Documenting Village Stories 

Orange Regional Gallery - West Rooms 
 

Food, drinks and coffee available at the event 



YR 12 HSC HELPFUL HINTS 
Helpful Hint 3 - Stress 



SCIENCE NEWS & GALLERY  

 

Up at the Farm we have just taken delivery of 3 new alpacas. The large white one is Ralph and he is a 

breeding male, called a macho. The other 2 new alpacas are female, and are called hembres. The 

white female, Rosey, is pregnant! We don’t know how far along her pregnancy is, but the typical 

alpaca gestation is between 11 and 12 months, so hopefully we will have a baby alpaca, called a cria, 

sometime soon.  We have already decided to name the cria George (which will be short for Georgia if 

it is a girl). The second female, the brown one, is Peaches. 

Ralph and Rosey were halter-trained as youngsters, but 

Peaches has never been handled before. She did quite a lot 

of spitting in the transfer from the 40 acre paddock she came 

from to the Ag Farm, though she didn't land a hit! She is 

settling in now and did not spit at anyone when she was 

given her vaccination yesterday. 

The new alpacas have been donated by Ellie and Guy 

Hampton of The Grocer & Co. Organics and we are very 

grateful for their generosity. We have been looking for new 

alpacas for quite some time as Sanchez is getting to the end 

of his life, at almost 20 years of age. It will take some time for the new alpacas to 

integrate into the flock, and to bond with the sheep and goats, and for Sanchez to 

accept them. It is lucky we have a lot of different paddocks to keep them separate for 

a while. Alpacas are most defensive when they have a baby, and Rosey will need to 

be isolated completely from humans and other animals when her cria is born.  The 

baby will feed from her for up to 6 months, by which time they both should have moved back to the 

main flock. 

the last batch of Isa 

Brown chickens have 

gone from this  

<<<<<<<<<   

To this!  

>>>>>>>>> 

and Panda and Soot, 

our Black Faced 

Suffolks, have gone 

from this 

<<<<<<<< 

to this! 

>>>>>>>> 

The Farm is a busy 

place, and Spring has 

definitely sprung! 



BIBLIOMANIA  

 
Lose yourself in one of these new books which have just been published and are available in the library. 

 

Jack is a seventeen year old girl tired of waiting – waiting for boys to appreciate her, for 

her family to understand one another and for her life to begin.  She has left school early 

and moved out of home, away from her emotionally distant parents and her mother’s 
resentment about what might have been.  Jack forges newfound connections with 

people she had previously dismissed – eccentric classmates, a mysterious man seeking 
refuge in the forest and an elderly demented neighbour.  Inbetween Days by Vikki 

Wakefield is a young adult story about love, choices, change and moving on. 

 
Theophilus Grey and the Demon Thief is book one of a two-part intriguing 

mystery series set in the perilous back alleys of Georgian London.  Twelve 

year old Philo heads a team of linkboys who guide Londoners home through the dark 
18th century alleys by the light of their torches.  When thieves and rogues start dying 

without a scratch, rumours spread that there is a dangerous faery demon on the loose.  

This gripping tale of spies, spells and secrets by Catherine Jinks plunges the reader into a 
dark world where superstition clashes with enlightenment and brings to life this murky 

world of Georgian England. 

 

Isobelle Carmody, a popular writer of fantasy and science fiction books, has just 
released a new graphic novel, Evermore, illustrated by Daniel Reed.  It is a post-

apocalyptic fairy tale of Princess Rose, who lives in a strange, complex walled 

kingdom, the final outpost of a lost civilisation, led by a tyrannical and all powerful 
despot.  The kingdom of Evermore survives in an otherwise devastated world of 

deserts and ruins, inhabited by plague-ridden descendants of the original inhabitants.  

Rose wants to venture beyond the walls but her mother, who captured the heart of 

the king with the dual gifts of storytelling and beauty, was slain by a dragon outside 
the castle.  Read the novel and find out what happens when Rose tries to both find 

out more about the death of her mother as well as the origins of Evermore.  These two 

quests are both linked and dangerous. 
 
The River and the Book by Alison Croggan is a powerful story about the exploitation of 

indigenous people by the First World.  In Simbala’s village, there are two treasures: the 

River, which is their road and their god and the Book, which is their history, their oracle 
and their soul.  Simbala is a Keeper of the Book, the latest in a long line of women who 

can use it to answer the villagers’ questions.  As developers begin to poison the River on 

which the villagers depend, the Book predicts change, but it is a foreign journalist, 
working on the story to help bring public awareness of their plight, that instigates the 

biggest betrayal of all.  Endorsed by Amnesty International, this novel helps bring about 

an understanding of this exploitation to young adult readers, about human rights and 

the values that underpin them. 
 
A non-fiction book dealing with climate change, Atmospheric: the Burning Story of 

Climate Change by Carole Wilkinson deals with the hottest topic on earth.  We can’t 

survive without the Earth’s atmosphere, but for the most part we ignore it, treating the 
atmosphere as a rubbish dump for greenhouse gas emissions.  Atmospheric helps us 

consider the following questions.  Is climate change a myth?  Is it too late to combat 

climate change?  Do the benefits of using fossil fuel outweigh damage to the 
environment?  Finally, can one person make a difference?  This is a book we all should 

read and consider. 

 

 



X-men meet heroes when New York Times bestselling author, Scott Westerfield teams 

up with award-winning authors Margo Lanagan and Deborah Biancotta to write 
Zeroes, a novel filled with action and adventure.  Don’t call them heroes, as one of 

them says: “These things we have, they aren’t mental issues; they’re powers.  Like 
superheroes have.”  Zeroes can be summed up in five words: powers, friends, family, 

attraction and saving-the-world.  The not-quite-controlled superpowers make for a 
rollercoaster ride of a book. 

 

It’s 1891.  Maggie McAlister and her family are caught up in the 
Shearers’ Strike.  The trouble that erupts between the Shearers’ 

Union, the pastoralists and the government has never been seen 

before and Australia comes terrifyingly close to civil war.  In the 1890s the wool 

industry was vital to Australia’s economic survival.  As tensions increase and the 
government starts sending in troops, Maggie struggles to understand.  She knows the 

way many shearers and workers have been treated is wrong, but she realises there 

can be no perfect solution.  Maggie takes on the task of keeping the Brisbane 
newspaper The Worker informed of events but she also is friends with Clara and her 

brother James, children of the local squatter, so the reader gains a pastoralist’s 

perspective as well.  The strike heralded the start of the Australian union movement 
and Pamela Rushby, in Sing a Rebel Song, captures the reader’s imagination of 

these tumultuous times of scab labour, court action and rebellion in Australia’s history. 

 
Another historical fiction, this time set in Regency England, is Newt’s Emerald, written by 

Garth Nix.  This involves the stealing of the mysterious Newington Emerald, a huge 

heartshaped gemstone with the power of sorcery and Lady Truthful setting out to find it 

when friends of hers are accused of the theft.  This of course, in a throwback to 

Georgette Heyer, involves her disguising herself as a boy, in order to be able to 
undertake the quest.  There is also, apart from the cross-dressing, hidden identities, 

balls, spies and highspeed chases, together with magic: all in all a 

light, fun read. 
 
The Singing Bones consists of text extracts by internationally-renowned fairytale 

scholar Jack Zipes, and showcases Shaun Tan’s extraordinary sculptures based on the 

timeless and compelling fairytales of the Brothers Grimm.  Nameless princes, wicked 
stepsisters, greedy kings, honourable peasants and ruthless witches are but a few 

subjects of the little clay figures, with their simplified features and single attributes, 

which illustrate each extract.  This is a visual delight. 

 

Come to the library and explore these new offerings. 



HAMMERTIME 

Australian National Field Days Mobile Construction Workshop 

During the 3 days of the Australian National Field Days held at Borenore 22nd – 24th of October Year 11 

Construction will be on site building Kids Picnic Tables at the Canobolas High School Stall. The tables are 
roughly 840mm wide and 900mm long and fit 4 children comfortably around them. Tables will be 

available for sale for $100 each and will be made to order throughout the 3 days of the field days. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
Calling all Female 7, 8 and 9 students 

The Canobolas Human Powered Vehicle Team needs YOU! 

 

Canobolas High are getting involved with Human Powered 
Racing in preparation for the first race in NSW planned to be 

held in Orange in the coming years. 

We have had plenty of interest from the boys in the school. 

However, we are looking for some girls to get involved in this 
unique program as riders or engineer mechanics. 

So, are you: 

 
 A Female student in Years 7, 8 or 9? 
 Interested in Fitness? 

 Enjoy cycling? 

 Part of CHPA? 
 Wanting to get involved in a unique 

sporting challenge? 

 

If this sounds like you, come and see Mr Kay 
in the TAS IA staffroom in B1 for more 

information. 



ART GALLERY 

Photos from Tuesdays visit to the Art Gallery to see the student artworks on display as part of the Youth 

Arts Festival. Canobolas has 38 artworks in the show, with students from Years 7 to 12 represented. 

  

 

 

Felicity Van Doorn and 

Isobel Burton with their 

ceramic creatures 

Felicity Van Doorn with 

her painting of a tiger 

Callan O'Neill with 

his lino print 

Kirsty and Britney Eyles 

with their steampunk 

drawings 

Canobolas High School 

students at the gallery 



YR 12 HSC VISUAL ARTS BODY OF WORK - Part Two 

Monique Orton's HSC Visual Art major work is a mix media work featuring acrylic paints, pastels and 

watercolours, completed on multiple panels. Collectively the images create a meditation on issues 

concerning her childhood. Through use of cityscapes, symbols and bizarre alien creatures, her work 

references the contemporary artist Alex Pardee. 

Kailas Bucknell created a sculpture that explores the relationships between nature and technology. 

Using up-cycled electronic components, the work resembles a futuristic robot that has been left to 

decay for hundreds of years and has been reclaimed by nature. 

Monique Orton 

Kailas Bucknell 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 

PDHPE & 

SPORT NEWS 

 

IMPORTANT- YEAR 10 CAMP- CROSSROADS 
 

Crossroads is a compulsory PDHPE Program to be completed by the end of the HSC. Year 10 

have been given the opportunity to do this via the YEAR 10 CAMP! NOTES AND MONEY ARE DUE 

NOW! Don’t miss the chance to go on camp!!! 

 

Please see Miss Matilka or Mr Skein for more info or contact the school 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AFL Kickstart Championships 

On Monday the 21st of September, Erin Naden, Jada Murphy and Tekara 
Jackson flew to Darwin to compete in the NSW/ACT AFL Indigenous side at 

the AFL Kickstart Championships. The students competed in the 5 day 

championships, against 7 other teams including all States and Territories.  
 

The girls played QLD and SA on the first day of competition. The competition 

was very tough and the girls were unable to get a win the first day. It was a 
new experience for our three girls, as none of them had ever played AFL 

before, so the first games were all about getting familiar with the game and 

their team mates. On the second day NSW/ACT faced WA and TAS. Every 
day was a learning experience for the girls, with their confidence and skills 

growing each day. Unfortunately the girls were unable to secure a victory. 

Day 3 the girls played a skilful NT and VIC team. It was extremely hot, with 35 

degree plus days and the girls were exhausted. By the last day of 
competition the girls had developed their skills and were playing good 

football as they were making more breaks and scoring more points.  

The girls all said they had a “great time”, and will definitely be going again next year if given the 
opportunity. The girls gained lots from the tournament, receiving playing and team gear, making some 

new friends, expanding their knowledge of the game and learning professional recovery and training 

procedures.  
 

Congratulations girls on this amazing achievement and on representing the school with pride.  
 
7/8 Girls Touch Football 

At the end of Term 3, on the 16th September the Year 7 and 8 Girls went to Bathurst to compete in the 

All Schools Touch Football Championships.  

The girls’ first game was against Blayney High. It was a slow start as the girls were finding their feet and 
becoming familiar playing together. It didn’t take them long before they crossed the try line with Erin 

Naden using her speed. Erin managed to score 3 tries this game, helping the girls draw 3 all. In the 

second game we played Kandos High. The girls were looking very fast and skilful especially in the 
middle with standouts Bryana Fields and Captain Courageous Erin Naden. Once again Erin’s speed and 

ability assisted her in scoring 6 tries for us, to comfortably beat Kandos 6-2. This enormous win boosted 

their confidence and reassured them that they were capable of high achievements for the day. The 

third game we faced La Salle. The girls managed to work together and get a nice win 5-0. Bryana Fields 
showed her speed and footwork getting a double, and Erin 

Naden was also too quick and displayed her dangerous step 

to get a hat trick. Our success and high scoring in the first 
three games saw us take out 1st in Pool A. In the Quarter Final 

we played La Salle again. The girls displayed a fast paced 

game and La Salle struggled to keep up with them. Erin 

Naden and Bryanna Fields again showed their level of skill 
scoring 3 and 2 tries respectively, to help us win convincingly 5

-0. In the Semi Final we played a tough Young High, but our 

high level of ability and communication proved to be too 
good and made it difficult for Young to compete at the girls’ 

level. This saw the girls achieve another victory 3-2 with scorers 

being Bryanna Fields for 2 and Erin Naden. In the Final we 

faced Orange High. By this stage the girls were exhausted and 
were unable to continue at the speed and skill level they had 

displayed all day. Orange managed to get 2 quick tries against, then scored again in the last few 

minutes taking the final score to 3-0.  
Highest Try Scorer was Erin Naden. Erin Naden the speedster displayed fancy footwork and was able to 

race away to score16 out of our 22 tries for the day.  
 

Congratulations girls’. You showed a never-give-up attitude and should all be very proud of your 

achievements. You all displayed great sportsmanship and behaviour on the day. A special mention 

goes to Nailani Lang for great refereeing on the day.  
 

The girls will be progressing to the next stage to compete in the NSW State Touch Football 

Championships on the 5th November. Good luck. 



Traditional Indigenous Games Workshop 

 
 

 

 

 
 

On Monday 12th October a group of Canobolas students attended the Primary School Olympics day 

as mentors in Traditional Indigenous Games. These students have been participating in training 
workshops to allow them to deliver these games to others. Their role involved setting up and running 

workshops for large groups of primary school students as well as encouraging participants throughout 

the day. The Canobolas students fulfilled this role with great pride and did a great job representing our 

school while being role models for the 
primary students. The organisers of the 

event were so impressed they gave our 

students the honour of presenting the 
winners with their medals. These students 

then ran similar Traditional Indigenous 

Games workshops at the Mental Health 

Expo on October 14th for other Orange 
secondary students, also with great 

success. Once again the students did a 

fantastic job and impressed us all. Well 
done Canobolas!!  

 
Blast Cricket Umpires  

Congratulations to all the 
students who were fine 

representatives of Canobolas 

High School. Working with our 
local NSW Cricket Development 

Officer Matt Tabbenor to run a 

primary school cricket gala 

day. More than 230 students 
attended the day, enjoying 

cricket and being supervised by 

our volunteers. Great work 
guys!! 



Canobolas Heads NSW Premier’s Sporting Challenge Newsletter 



Clergate 
Little CHPA’s!! 

 

CHPA’s Matthew Gray, James Gogala, Jack Connors, Georgia Kiel and Kane Mitchell headed out to 

Clergate this week with Jade Warrender and Mr Skein to run an afternoon sports program with Years 3-

6. The CHPA athletes ran sporting based fun games and skill development sessions based around 

basketball, athletics and softball. Next week Clergate will again be visited by more of our athletes as 
the Term 4 ‘Little CHPA’ continues.  

 



Congratulations 
Matt, Mac & Aiden 



PDHPE TOPICS 

To support your child in PDHPE classes it is advised that you talk to them about the completion of the 
classwork and the assessments please check over their bookwork and discuss the tasks or revision for 

tests that they require. You could assist them by quizzing them about their unit vocab list and assessment 

tasks. 

 
Year 7 ‘Eat Right, Be Bright’- ‘Friends For Life’ 

Year 8 ‘Look at Me It’s Puberty’- It’s My Body, It’s My Call’ 

Year 9 ‘Let’s Talk About Sex’- Choices and Consequences 
Year 10 ‘Learn and Earn’ - Careers 

Year 11 Core 1 HSC - Health Priorities in Australia 

 
PDHPE Assessment Reminders 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

It is important to remember that the marks from assessment tasks are combined with students’ effort 

and participation in practical lessons to form a grade for reports. Non completion of assessment tasks 

limits the ability of teachers to accurately assess each student fairly. All work must be completed and 
handed in on time. If your child has not completed the above work you may get a phone call or letter 

from their class teacher and they may be required to work on the task in practical lessons until it is 

satisfactorily completed. 
#Please check the table above for your class.  

 

Canobolas Rep Shorts and Socks!!! 

School sport representative shorts are available for purchase for $40 through the school office. 
Payments can be made online and socks are also available in limited sizes for $10 each. Important if 

you have made a CKC Cup team you have playing socks!!! See the PDHPE staff for more details. 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Mr Skein 

Head Teacher PDHPE 

  Task Due 

Yr 7 PDHPE ‘Healthy Eating’ Wk 2 Term 4 

Yr 8 PDHPE ‘Puberty Test Wk 3 Term 4 

Yr 9 PDHPE RESPECT Wk 3 Term 4 

Yr 10 PDHPE Final Exam Wk 6 Term 4 

Yr 10 PASS Sports Media DUE NOW 

HSC PDHPE Core 1 Task Wk 10 Term 4 



YEAR 7 2016 

If your child is attending our school next 

year in Year 7, please ensure that you have 

completed an Application for Enrolment.  It 

is important that a completed enrolment 

form, proof of residence and a birth 

certificate is received at our school AS 

SOON AS POSSIBLE so that enrolments can 

be finalised before next year.   
 

Mrs E Richard 6362 1677 

SCHOOL NOTICES 

STUDENT ABSENCES FROM SCHOOL  

If your child/student is absent from school, 

please ring or advise the school of their 

absence.  

It is important that absences are recorded 

accurately. 

 

Absences cannot be changed more than 7 

days after the absence. 

LOST PROPERTY 

There are quite a few items in the  

lost property box. 

If your child has lost a hoodie or a polar 

fleece jumper, 

they can go to the library and we will check 

the lost property box with them. 

 

Parents please ensure that your child’s 

jumpers, coats, sports uniform etc. are clearly 

labelled with their name. 

 

CALLING PARENTS! 

The Canteen is looking for Parent Volunteers!  

We need your help! 

If you are interested please give the school a 

call on 6362 1677 

2015 GRADUATION 

A reminder to students, parents and staff that 

Grad tickets are on sale until October 30th, 

tickets will not be sold after this date. 

You may purchase tickets through the front 

office. 

Any questions, please call  

Miss J Merchant 6362 1677 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 

CELEBRATING YOUTH ARTS & CULTURE 
SAT 17th October, 2:30pm – 7:00pm 

 

All students, staff and their families are invited to attend ‘Aesthetica’ this Saturday 
afternoon at the Orange Northcourt /Civic Centre. Aesthetica is a community event 

proudly associated with the Orange Youth Arts Festival.  

Please take the opportunity to come along and support your student’s achievements and 
celebrate your schools creative contribution to the event.   

AESTHETICA PROGRAM:  
 

NORTHCOURT 
2:30pm - 3:30pm - Opening 

Welcome to Country (Wiradjuri) 
Music from the Orange Regional Conservatorium 

Orange Youth Orchestra 
Entertainment 

 

3:00pm - 6:00pm  
Fusion Central Kids Games & Activities 

 
4:30pm - 6:00pm 

Community Music & Dance 
Including Tianjin Artists & Local Performances 

 
6:30pm - 7:00pm - Community Drumming Performance (TBC) 

GALLERY 
 

4:00pm - Festival of Student Art official launch & FORG ART Awards 
Exhibition will open 2:30pm – 7:00pm 

LIBRARY 
 

2:30pm – 7:00pm 
 

Young Sparks Exhibition 
Cardboard Challenge 

3:30pm 4:00pm 
Music for Little Ears 

 
5:00pm - 6:00pm 

Theatresports Challenge 

MUSEUM 
 

4:00pm -Launch of Villages of the Heart Project 
Youth Documenting Village Stories 

Orange Regional Gallery - West Rooms 
 

Food, drinks and coffee available at the event 








